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Qt 5 Projects: Develop cross-platform applications with modern UIs using the powerful Qt frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design, build, and deploy powerful applications with amazing user interfaces on embedded, mobile, and desktop platforms

	
		Key Features

		
			Easily compile, run, and debug your applications from the powerful Qt Creator IDE
	
			Future-proof your applications with Qt Test and modern...
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The Photoshop CS2 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Scott Kelby, the best-selling Photoshop author in the world today, once again  takes this book to a whole new level as he uncovers the latest, most important  and most exciting new Adobe Photoshop CS2 techniques for digital  photographers.This major update to this award-winning, record-breaking book does  something for digital photographers that's...
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Professional VSTO 2005 : Visual Studio 2005 Tools for Office (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Visual Studio 2005 Tools for Office (VSTO) supports Word, Excel®, and Outlook® and allows developers to build robust Office applications in both the C# and VB languages. This practical guide shows you how to leverage the power of VSTO to write enterprise software targeting Office 2003. Even if you're not entirely familiar with VSTO, you'll...
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Handbook of Pediatric Eye and Systemic DiseaseSpringer, 2006
Based on Dr. Wrights classic major reference, Handbook of Pediatric Eye and Systemic Disease outlines the latest findings in diagnosing children's eye diseases and their treatment options. Distilling the essentials of ocular manifestations of systemic disorders and diseases into a portable, complete and authoritative pocket reference, this handbook...
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Bring Me Home! Cats Make Great PetsHowell Book House, 2005

	The book to bring home before you bring home a kitten or a cat!

	

	At last--a practical, hands-on guide to help you determine if your family is ready for a kitten or a cat. Cats are usually fairly selfsufficient and wonderfully entertaining, but they do require some attention and care. With loads of information and a fun,...
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Microsoft Project 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Take control of your projects with this in-depth guide
    Whether you're managing a project for a small team or supervising a corporate assignment involving hundreds, the power of Microsoft Project 2007 and the detailed information in this comprehensive guide can keep you on track. From setting budgets to allocating resources...
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Microsoft Word 2010 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		You're beyond the basics with Word, so dive right in and really put your documents to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. It's all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts tackle Word 2010 -- and challenge yourself to new levels of...
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RF Circuit Design Techniques for MF-UHF ApplicationsCRC Press, 2013

	Magnetic resonance imaging, semiconductor processing, and RFID are some of the critical applications within the medium frequency (MF) to ultrahigh frequency (UHF) range that require RF designers to have a solid understanding of analytical and experimental RF techniques. Designers need to be able to design components and devices cost...
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Create Web Charts with jqPlotApress, 2014

	Create Web Charts with jqPlotshows how to convert your data into eye-catching, innovative, animated, and highly interactive browser-based charts. This book is suitable for developers of all experience levels and needs: for those who love fast and effective solutions, you can use the jqPlot library to generate charts with amazing...
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Hands-On GUI Programming with C++ and Qt5: Build stunning cross-platform applications and widgets with the most powerful GUI frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create visually appealing and feature-rich applications by using Qt 5 and the C++ language

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore Qt 5's powerful features to easily design your GUI application
	
			Leverage Qt 5 to build attractive cross-platform applications
	
			Work with Qt...
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Microsoft Access 2007 Data AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Chart a course for more effective data analysis
   Data analysis is more than crunching numbers and turning them into charts and graphs. Certainly Excel can do that, but you may be surprised to discover that Access 2007 offers powerful functionality that may be even better suited to your data analysis needs. Learn to analyze...
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Interpreting the CMMI (R): A Process Improvement Approach, Second EditionAuerbach Publications, 2008
Written by experienced process improvement professionals who have developed and implemented computer based systems in organizations around the world, Interpreting the CMMIÒ: A Process Improvement Approach, Second Edition provides you with specific techniques for performing process...
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